Alemany Library hosts Forgiveness Project exhibit
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Alemany Library hosts Forgiveness Project exhibit

The Forgiveness Project’s traveling “F Word: Images of Forgiveness” exhibit, a collection of 18 stories depicting images and personal bios of forgiveness, was on display through January 27, 2015 at Dominican in Alemany Library’s study area gallery.

The exhibit, sponsored by the School of Arts, Humanities and Social Sciences, hosted a celebration of peace and forgiveness to honor Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. on January 21. The event featured Indie singer/songwriter Aliza Hava.

Dominican is one of many colleges and universities who are involved with the Charter for Compassion initiative. The exhibit is connected to coursework being taught in the spring by faculty members Gay Lynch and Emly Wu and will precede a February 10 speaking engagement in the Library Reading Room by Fred Luskin, head of the Forgiveness Projects at Stanford University.

For more information, contact Keiko Ehret, Director of Operations for AHSS, at 415-482-3528, email keiko.ehret@dominican.edu or visit http://theforgivenessproject.com/programmes/exhibition/

For the library’s hours of operation, call 415-257-0118 or visit www.dominican.edu/academics/resources/library.